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I. INTRODUCTION 
1. 
2. 
Protocol 18 to the Act of Accession (text at A~nex A), authorises 
the United Kingdom, as a transitional arrangement, to import from New 
Zealand certain quantities, under certain terms, of butter and cheese. 
Article 5 of the Protocol requires the Council, during 1975, to 
"review the situation as regards butter, in the light of prevailing 
conditions s~d of supply and demand developments in the major produ-
cing and consuming countries o·f the world, particularly;. in the Commu:.. 
nity and New Zealand". Among the considerations to be taken into ac-
count in the review are 
a) progress towards an effective world agreement on milk products; 
b) the extent of New Zeale.nd' s progress to\orards diversification. · 
In the light of this revie\'T, the Council·, acting unanimously on a 
proposal from the Commission, is to determine appropriate measures to 
ensure the maintenance after 31 December 1977 of. exceptional arrange• 
ments in respect of imports of putter. from New Zealand. 
3. The Heads of Government of the Community, meeting in Council in 
Dublin c;>n 10/11 March 1975, issued a Declaration (l.nnex B) l<-:hich under-
lined the importance whioh they attach to Protocol l~·as regarjs the 
relations of the Community with New Zealand, a traditional clJ~):r'lier 
of dairy pr•")ducts to a substantial part o.f the enlarged Ccmmt~r.i ty. 
They in vi ~ed the Commission to present a rep~rt. in order to rn.~e:pa.re 
the above-mentioned review, and to submit as soon as practicab!e a 
proposal for the maintenance after 31 December 1977 of special import 
arrangements in accordance with Article 5 of the Protocol. They also 
declared that the Community, which remains attached to a fair imple-
mentation of the Protocol, is ready to review periodically and as ne-
, 
cessary to adjust the prices set under the Protocol. 
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They considered that, as regards the annual quantities to be 
est~blished by the·community institutions in the framework of the 
special arrangements after 1977, these shou~d not deprive New Zealand 
of outlets which are essential for it. In regard to cheese, they noted 
that Protocol 18 provides that the exceptiohal arrangements for the 
import of cheese cannot be maintained after 31 December 1977, and that 
this situation and the problems which may alrise from it will be given 
due attention with appropriate urgenoy. Finally, the Heads of Govern-
ment expressed the wish that an ever closer cooperation be developed 
between the institutions of the Community and the New Zealand authorities 
with the ob,jective of promoting in their mutual interest an orderly 
1 
operation of world markets and of providing a basis from which to achieve, in! 
' 
a wider framework, the conclusion of an effective world agreement on l 
milk products as envisaged in Protocol 18. 
The purpose of this paper is accordingly to prepare the Council's 
review in the light of the foregoing considerations, and to make certain 
outline recommendations for the special imp~rt arrangements for butter 
which· will be needed beyond 1977. 
As regards cheese, the Commission will give the situation due 
attention, ta~ing into account particularly'the wish expressed by the 
Heads of Government. 
·. 
' . 
,, 
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II. CURRENT SITUATION OF THE WORLD DAmY MARKET 
' I 
A. Structure 
5~ The world's largest dairy producer is the EEC followed by ·the USSR 
and the USA. These together. produced over Po% of the world's milk pro-
duction in 1973 and over 55 % of the itorld' s butter. 
6 
' . 
Total world milk production rose by 5.4 % between 1971-~nd 1974, 
but this increase was not evenly_distributed, in paPticular.the Commu-
nity share of_world production remained stable at.around 24%, and 
countries with centrally planned econo~ies increased their share of 
world production from 31 % to about 33 %, while shares of North America 
and Southern Hemisphere producers declined. A similar, though more 
marked evolution, isEppa~ent for butter production. 
Over the past three to four years, about tl third of world milk pro-
duction has been manufactured into butter. Butter production L'Yl the 
main dairying countries as a whole tends to vary py about 2 % for every 
1 % vari.ation in milk production. This re~lts primarily fr~m the fact 
that shortfalls and surpluses in the dairy sector are likely to be re-
flected mainly in markets fo.r the two main sto.rable products - butter 
and skimmed milk powder. Hence, serious periodic imbalances between 
supplJ and demand arise for these products. T~e imbalances are greater 
in the case of butter because of the high degree of substitutability of 
butter and vegetable oils for certain purposes. 
1• Butter, unlike liquid milk, is consumed in substantial quantities 
only in a few temperate, developed countries. Income, dietary habits 
and the lack of availability of efficient refrigeration for storage and 
transport, are deemed to be the most significe~t factors explaining 
this phenomenon. 
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Butter ocnsamption,on a global basis, has lbeen decreasing in re-
cent years, in comparison with other dairy products, espe.cially cheese. 
Mr.ny factors \'lrould appear to be involved in e~ltdning this development, 
among them substitution of vegetable fats, health considerations, eco• 
nomic recession and the effects of changes in welfare policies • 
8. The importance of world trade vis-a-vis production ·varies conside-
rably from one dniry product to another. While ? % ~f butter production 
and 4 % of cheese production enter into \r•orld tlrade, the corresponding 
levels for whole milk powder and for skimmed milk powder nre 45 % and 
24 %. TheE'e figure exclude intra-EEC trade. ~owever, the percentage 
of butter traded varies considerably from year to year, reflecting but-
ter's role as a disposal product for surplus milk production. 
9• ·'The most important countries- apart from the Community • involved 
in foreign trade, either as exporters or as importers, are New Zealand, 
Australia, Canada, Japan and the USA. ~hese countries together with 
the Com~unity acco~nt for only about 42 % of total milk production and 
_more than 90 % of total vJorld trade in butter. New Zealand, by compa• 
rison, \'ras responsible for 1.0 % of total world milk production, less 
than 4 % of •,:~orld butter production and e.bout 39 % of \vorld trade in 
butter most of which has traditionally gone to the EEC (U.K.). 
The total butter consumption within this group varies between 90% and 
95 % of the group's total production. The EEC Icon tributes 6? % of the 
butter consu~ed within this group of countries while New Zealand sup-
plies 8 %. 
, ... 
B. Suppl: ~~emand d~ve~oEments in the mnjor £reducing nnd consuming 
countries 
10. World milk production has been increasing over the last 5 years 
o\r:ing to increased productivity per cow. Overall demand for milk and 
milk products has been adversely affected by the economic recession 
and by the higher prices for milk products ~n domestic markets • 
... ; .. 
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11.- Milk production and deliveries to dairies have been increasing mo-
derately during the eP.rly seventies •. Production may incrcas~ further . . .. ; 
in the forseeable future mainly through improved cow productivity. To- ~~-
tal consumption of dairy products has been increasing owing to a growth 
in liquid milk and cheese consumption during 1973 and 1974. Butter 
consumption also increased but this was mainly due to the pnyment o~ 
consumer subsidies and the relative increase in prices of vegetable 
fats. However, during 1975 some decrease has already been noted in 
consumption of liquid milk and more particularly of butter. Butter 
production is expected to continue to increase though not as fast as 
that of skimmed milk powder. Only a marginal increas.e is expected in 
cheese ~reduction. While an increase in butter_p~oduction on a Commu-
nity basis has been noted, butter production in the U.K. has fnllen by . 
50 % over the lPst two years. Intra-Community trade is pnr~icularly 
important in the butter sector, notnbly to the U.K.-, which imported 
322,000 T from other Member States in 1974~ 
As far as consumption within the Community is co~cerned, a conti-
nuing decline is -e~ected primarily-because of n decreaee in demand on 
the U.K. market. 
New Zealand 
12. Milk production in New Zealand during the early seventies was se• 
riously affected by unfevourable climatic conditions. This contributed 
during the period 1971 to 1974 to a decr~ase of the product~on of butter 
and cheese of 9.2 % and 35.2 % respectively. Skimmed milk powder pro-
duction increased during the same period ,by 25.6 %, mainly as a result 
of reductions in production and.· ~xpor~s of casein e.nd chee_se. ~~ring the 
lnet NeH·.zealal\d·-dail"y seas(in (endiag May 19"?5) milk production ·-r.edo.vered, 
inctea&ing by 6 %. For the foreseeable future, indications are that milk 
production "till continue to incre-ase. 
. .. 
.. ... 
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·other markets 
In the U.S •. L, Canada and Australia milk production is nO\"J sta-
bili'zi~':g or. slishtJ.y increasing, follo~rJing a pt!riod of decreosed pro-
duction. The considerable import possibilities in the US which exis• 
ted in 1973 and 1974 are not expected to recur .. in the immediate fu- . 
ture. Cano.dian imports are also likely to be lo~rer. 
Production in certain eastern European co~ntries such as Poland 
and East Germany, and also in. Finland, Nor'l>ray,' Iceland and Austria 
has incre~sed. This has resulted in higher quantities being offered 
by these ~ountries on the vtorld market in the :lbrm of butter, skimmed 
milk powder, casein and whole milk powder~ On the other hand the 
de·mand from importing countries, especially for recombining purposes 
declined substantially· during 1971;.. 
The skimmed milk powder market is particularly depressed, but the 
I 
world market for other dairy products, such as whole milk powder, but-
ter nnd cheese is n.lso \l!eak. The prices obtained for dairy products 
in international trade have declined, in some CRses quite considera-
bly. The genern.l \'ororld economic recession, and particularly the oil 
crisis, are the principal factors underlying this situation. 
Future dcvelopme~ 
14. In the light of the foregoing, there would appear to be limited 
prospects of a significant recovery in the world market in the imme-
diate future. The recombining industries now have supplies available 
at relatively attractive prices and are likely to have run down their 
previous high-priced stocks. The generally lower price-level should 
have a positive effect on consumption in the longer term. Furthermore 
the development of, and the expansion in the recombining industry points 
to an· ~.ncrease' in demand for the future. The consuwption of cheese, 
dairy-besed foods and other specialty productsis still increasing. 
In general, however, increases in supply ~re likely to outstrip 
considerably the mr\rginal increases in demand on the world mE,rket, 
hence resulting in difficulties for both New Zealand and the Community • 
. .... . / .. 
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A. New Zealand Diversification f 
... 
15. The agricultural and processing sector (1) in New Zealand accQunts • 
for about 20% of GDP and about 16,% of employment. This is somewhat 
lees than in the past but .. still high compared with most developed coun-
tries. 
16. · The predominance of the agricultural sector is even more marked 
in exports, of which over 80 % by value (2) still normally consist of 
agricultural products. Not only is there a high degree of e~ort 
concentration by product, but, in addition, a hig~ percentage o·f New 
Zealand's export eE~.rnings has tradi tionall1 come . from sales to the 
United Kingdom market, mainly consisting of sheopmeat and d~iry products. 
Value of New Zealand exEorts to United Kinsdom as 22 total ex;eorts 
1960/1 1965/6 1970/l 19?1/2 1972/3 1973/4 
53% 44:% 34% 31% 2? % 20 % 
(Source New Zealand Monthly Abstract of ~te.tistics) 
This percentage has, however, declined substantially over the past 
15 years, although this has not on trend involved a decline in the ac-
tual value of New Zealand exports to the United Kingdom, which in fact 
rose by 36 % between 1968 and 1973. The percentage decline can be ex-
plained by a number of factors : 
deliberate efforts by the New Zealand authorities to diversify 
exports; 
- fortuitous growth of new markets, notably in Japan; 
- slow economic growth in the United Kingdom; 
. : 
-_(more recently) the general effects of UK memb~rship of the EEC. 
17. For dairy products and sheepmeat however, the percentage going 
to the United Kingdom remains higher and has fallen lees, than for ex-
ports in general. This is notably the case for butter • 
. . . / .. 
(1) Including forestry (which accounts for about 4 % of GDP) 
(2) Excluding forest products 
',· 
,, . 
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(Source 
1971/2 
8).4 % 
1972/3 
83.1 ~6 
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1973/4 
71.2% 
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I 
1974/5 (9 months) 
81.9 % 
New Zea1an~ D~pa~t~ent-ot Statistiee) 
18. U.K. membership of the EEC has r&ndered urgent the need to pursue 
a vigorous diversification policy, especially for dairy products. This 
can be done both by finding ne\<r markets for products currently exported 
to the U.K., and also by reallocating resources so as to expand exports 
of these rroducts 1.·rhich are ~1ready sold mainly outside the U.K. 
19. The policy has already met with some success on the latter point. 
There has been considerable growth in non-traditional exports such as 
forest products and manufactur~d goods. The vo+ume of manufactured ex-
ports increased by 60% between 1971 and 1973, and those from forestry 
development by 12 %; these two together now accqunt for nearly 20 % of 
export earnings. 
Thera are clearly possibilities for further development of exports 
in this area; particularly in those industries, ,such as pulp and paper, 
vhich are based on local ra~t·' materials, and those, such as aluminium 
smelting, where the availability of hydro-elect~icity gives New Zealand 
a cost s.dva.ntage. In general however New Zealand labours under the 
disadvantr:ge~ of a small horne market and of geographical isolation from 
the world's main markets for industrial goods. Economic developments 
in the Asian and Pacific region will therefore play an important role. 
In particular, much could depend on the future evolution of the New 
Zealand - Australia Free Trade Agreement. Australia is at present 
the largest market for New Zealand exports of manufactured goods, fol-
lowed by Japan. 
20. However primary products~ in particular meat and dairy products, 
will inevitably continue to figure substantially in total exports. Se-, 
rious efforts will therefore have to be made to expand sales of these 
outside the United Kingdom. The New Zealand Dairy Board has consequently 
been actively developing ne\lr markets for its dairy products. Sales of 
powder h~ve increased a~d some alternative markets have been found for 
cheese, but for butter the U.K.remains the only substantial outlet • 
. . . / .. 
. ~ 
-, 
-- 9 -
21. The main element has been the s\d tching of. _production from Pt:O~ 
ducts (such as butter and cheese) where the Uni~ed Kin)dom is the main 
outlet to others (principally milk powder) where it is not (See Table 
II of Annexi· C). Thus milk powder has been sue;essfully sold to a va-
riety of developing countrie~, and accounted for 43 % of dairy receipts 
in 1973/74 (against 21.6 ~in 1971/72). This is chiefly sold in combi-
nation with anhydrous milk fat to the recombining industry. Future de-·· 
mand seems .assured here, but may fluctuate from year to year owing to 
commercial and political factors. Indeed, sales this season are lower 
than the previous year so far. Moreover, the Community is the world's 
major powder exporter, and consequently its own dairy export policy 
will be an additional important factor in determining the level of fu-
tur~ New Zealand powder sales. 
~2. At the same time, however, it is essential that efforts are made 
to find alternative markets for butter and cheese {see Tabl• III 
of Annex C). For cheese·some success has been achieved; although 
I 
the US market has been reduced by the non-renewal of the large 1974 
quotas, -the Japanese market has continued to grow, and so far this sea-
son has taken a quarter· of the total volume of New Zealand chees.e exports. 
23· Butter receipts as a percentage of total export earnings have decli• 
ned in recent years, out still remain substantial. 
Value of butte~_e!J!or.ts as ! to.ta! dairz ex;eorts 
1969/70 1970/l 1971/2 1972/3 1973/4 1974/5 (9 months) 
55.4 % 53.2 ~ 47.4 % 37-3 ~ 30.4 % ,38.7 % 
. ' 
(Source New Zeal~d Department of Statistics) 
Consequently, the difficulty in finding alternative butter markets 
remains a major concern. Import demand in the USA has fallen away sharply 
to insignificant levels and sales to Japan have been redu.ced; only the 
Canadian market continues to grow (taking nearly 9 %·pf total New Zea• 
land butte~ exports so far thie season). 
. .. /'. 
.. 
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The fact that New Zealand shipments of butter to the U.K. were 
only 79 % of the P~otocol quantities in 1973 and 74 % in 1974 reflects 
mainly a reduction in Ne¥J Zealand milk production because of drought, 
and t~e exceptional possibilities of selling butter to the USA in 1973. 
Any major progress in finding stable and substantial new markets for 
butter e·xportsin the remaining t\'10 years of the existing Protocol seems 
unlik~ly, particularly since imports of butter in the main consuming 
countries outside the Community are subject to liqensing or other admi-
nistrative controls. 
25. In the long run, some reduction in the share in exports of the 
dairy sector as a whole seems feRsible. However, recent efforts to en-
courage dairy producers to change over to beef production are unlikely 
to be repeated until the beef market iMproves. Moreover the possibili-
ties fer C'.ivcrsification within the dairy sector could be improved if 
a successful international dairy agreement is negotiated in the MTN. 
B. :Frogress t~rds a wor!S_ ~iry agreement 
26. Both the Community end Nev.r Zealand are committed to the idea of a 
world dairy agreement, but preparatory \oiOrk on this within the GATT has 
hardly begun, and it is too early yet to speculate on the likely results. 
27. Article 4 of the Protocol requires the Community to strive to pro-
mote the conclusion of an international agreement on milk products, in 
order to improve the conditions obtnining on the world market. In its 
f,n~ual Reports for 1973 and 1974, the Commission stressed its attachment 
to such nn ngrcement. Furthermore, in the guidelines for the GATT Multi• 
lateral Trade Negotiations dr~~~ up on 10 February 1975, the Council 
states that tho Commuhity t.Iill take the initiative to propose and to 
negotiate agreements on (among other products) milk powder, butter, 
butteroil and ghee, \dth the objectives of stabilising prices, of assu-
ring continuity of supplies and outlets, e.nd of facilitating the imple-
mentation of food aid programmes. These agreements, to be fully effec-
tive, should involve the principal producing and consuming countries • 
. . . / .. 
' . . ' 
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For milt products, the guidelines propose a_greenent on minimum and. 
maximum prices, with obligations on exporters and importers to supply 
or purchase, as the .case may be, w~thin these limit_s, making allo_,..,ance 
for food aid. · Jl"urthermore, the Council invitee the Cornmiesion to E:ub• 
mit a document on the possibiities for international~reements for cer-
tain types of cheese, and for certain vegetable oils. 
28. A sub-group on dairy products has been set up ~ithin the GATT 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations, but it is too early yet to be certain 
what progress towards an agreement can be expected. How~ver it is 
clear that an agreement on minimum and maximum prices alone will not 
necessarily improve New Zealand' _s prospects for market diversification 
in butter, unless there is a simultaneous liberalisation of those mar-
kets (such as the USA, Canada and Japan) which are closed or to which 
entry is limited by ~eans of quotas or administrative reAtrictions, 
regardless of price. In any·event, it seems uilikely that conclusions 
. will be reached ' .. to the group's work before the Council is called upori 
to approve detailed arrangements for the maintenance after 1977 of spe-
cial import arrangements for New Zealand butter. 
29. Meanwhile, as noted earlier, the Dublin Declaration expresses. the 
\ 
wi~ that "an ever-closer co~peration be developed between the institu~ 
tiona of the Community and the New Zenland authorities with the objec-
~ive of promoting in their mutual interest 'an orderly operation of vorld 
markets". While such cooperation has in some past instances proved 
disappointing or inadequate, it is.nevertheless essential for the smooth I 
working of the Protocol arrangements. Effective cooperation will require 
a spec~~l effort by both parties, in the spirit of the Dublin Declaration. 
t 
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~ A. Genernl co;.1nents 
... 
• 
• }0 • On the sole basis of an examination of the factors specified in 
the Protocol, firm conclUsions cannot be drawn as to what Rrrangements 
ought to be made for Ne111 Zealnnd butter beyond 1~77. 
31. The considerations examined in the preceding sections show that 
it is difficult, if not impossible, to preeict with any degree of cer-
tainty what conditions will prevail on the dairy mark~t in 1977 and beyond, 
either in the \·'orld as a whole, or in the speciftc markets of New Zealand 
and the Community. These uncertainties arise principally from t~"o sources 
firstly, the all-importnnt influence on future supply and demand of natio-
nal polir-y decisions taken in the producing and consuming countries in 
the years ahead, rather than of market forces acting in isolation; and, 
' 
secondly, the impossibility of predicting at thi$ stage the outcome of 
the GATT multilateral negotiations for an international dairy agreement. 
}2. Nevertheless, in order to plan its future ,conomic strueture and 
I 
investments, New Zealand needs urgently to know to what extent it can 
count on the Community outlet, should this be necessary. Moreover, the 
Declaretion of the Heads of Government, meeting in Council at Dublin 
on 10/11 March 1975, invites the Commissicn "to submit as soon as prac• 
ticable a propoeal for the maintenance after 31 December 1977 of special 
import arrangements". 
The Commission therefore makes the following outline recommenda-
tions .. 
33. The Dublin Declaration states that the annual quantities beyond 
1977 "should not deprive New Zealand of outlets ~hich are essential to 
it11 , and suggests that for the period up to 1980, depending upon future 
market dcvelopr,~ents, qur:o.ntitics "could remain close to" delivelies effec-
ted in 1974 and those currently envisaged for 1975. 
0 •• ; •• 
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34-. The fixing of quantit~es for a f'_n~ther three•year .period. (i.e. 1977 
to 1980) for butter would provide a sufficient time-scale. for the invest-
ment decisions currently havingt1x> be ta~ten in Nevr Zee.land. The Coumia- -, 
sion recommends, however, that a further review by the Council should 
take place·in 1978, in order to permit the Community to con~ider what 
further continuing arrangements might be appropriate and in order to 
allow New Zealand to consider at tha~ time what investment programme 
will be needed for the years beyond 1980. 
35· . As to the quantiti~s to be fixed, the Commissioa notes that the 
Protocol authorises the U.K. to import the following q~antities from 
New Zealand on special terms up to 1977 
1973 
1975 
1977 
165,8i1 metric tons 
I 
151,994 metric tons 
138,170 metric tons 
1974 
1976 
158,902. metric,tons 
1t~5 ,085 metric tons 
36. Actual deliveries under the Protocol were 130,895 metric tons in 
1973 and 117,359 metric tons in 1974; at the time of the Declaration, 
New Zealand envisaged sending about 12.5,000 metric tone in 1975. Th~ 
Commission aleo notes that, owing to unfavourable cl~matic conditions, 
total milk production in New Zealand fell in 19?·lf, ns in 1973, and that 
this consequently reduced the amount of butter production available for 
export in these two years. Furthermore, it believes that there is littie 
likelihood for New Zealand of any substantial growth of alternative mar-
kets for butter between ·now and 19?7 (see Section A of Part III)._ 
. : 
•:_; Iii"" • :. -•(• T • 
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37. "! I-Ii the a:igbt trt.~ the. abov:e· fact~ the Commission recoinmeil.de' t~t 
... 
'. 
• 
'ihe authOl!"UJeJ quntitie-e: e~ldd bi£. ~129,-0eometri.'C "t'Oil.s for 1978, 12l;ooometric 
-toes .for 1919 and ll3.,0Mletric tone for 1980~ Yithlil the limite of -~se cei-
• ~ I ' 
lings, actual-deliveries would, of course, as in the past, be determined 
by the level of production and by the availability of alternative outlets • 
. . . / .. 
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38. In the Commission's vie\V', such a solution would fulfi-ll the Dublin 
commitment "not to deprive Ne\1 Zenlc:.nd of outlets which are essential 
to it", Hhile nt the same time providing for continued degressivity in 
the quantities authorised, which it believes to be inherent in the tran• 
sitional ch~racter of the Protocol • 
c. Price 
39. In New ZeDland there has been gre~t concerq over the problems of 
the special CIF price since the entry into force of the Protocol. J.n 
adequr~te CIF price is, in the eyes of the Welli~gton authorities, a ma-
jor element contributing to the successful pursuit of New Zealand's 
strategy of diversification. 
40. The Community has already taken a position on this as,ect of the 
problem, by deciding, with effect from 1 Janu~ry 1975, to revise the 
initial price level to take account of changed conditions, notably in 
regard to increased costs as n result of the international energy crisis. 
The Council summit meeting at Dublin subsequently established the prin-
ciple of periodic adjustments to the price level, taking into account 
I 
specific factors nffecting the m~rket, notably ih regard to : 
- the suprly ane demand developments in fu,e ' me..jor producing and 
consuming countries; 
- the level and evolution of prices in the Community (including 
intervention prices) and in New Zealand; 
- trends in freight charges. 
41. The Commission will therefore very shortly submit new price pro-
posals to tnke accouht of further changes since its last assessment, 
for consideration by the Council in parallel with the present report. 
,i 
> 
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V. SUMMARY CONCLUSION 
The Commission thus submits ~he following outline rocommendatio~s 
for the continuation of special arrangements for New Zealand_ butt~;r for 
.. 
the period after 1977, as a focus for the Council's review : 
(a) Annual quantities should not exceed the following figures : 
1978 129,000 metric tons 
1979 121,000 metric tons 
1980 lll,OOO metric tons 
1981 and subsequently : subject to review nnd decision 
in 1978. 
(b) Special CIF prices 
.. ~ 
- To be subject ·to periodical review where necessary on 
the basis of recomme~dations from the Commission which 
will take fully into account the Dublin criteria • 
43. The Co~ission has already begun to implement, and will endeavour 
to intensify, ever.;.closer cooperation wi.th New Zealand in order to faci• 
litate the orderly operation of world markets for dairy products. 
~ . 
~--
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LIST OF ANNEXES 
Text of Protocol 18 .to the Act of Acoession 
Text of the Statement on New Zealand dairy imports 
issued following the European Council Meeting in 
Dublin 10 March 1975 
ANNEX C- Statistics relating to the diversification of New Zealand 
exports : 
___.._... ........... 
Table I New Zealand exports by major product category 
~~le II New Zealand exports of principal dairy pro-
ducts by value (with % total dairy exports) 
Table III: New Zealand exports of butter, cheese, 
butteroil and milk powder by destination 
(quantity and value) 
A. Butter 
B. Cheese 
C. Butteroil 
D. Milk powder 
~ Detailed statistics relati~g to imports, sales and prices on 
the U.K. market ~re contained in the Commission's 1973 and 1974 
Annual Reports on the operation of the Protocol (SEC(74)1277 and 
COM(75)151). 
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TEXT OF PROTOCOL 18 TO THE ACT OF ACCESSION 
- -
Article·l '· 
1. The United Kingdom is authorised, as a transitional arrangement, 
import from New Zealand certain quantities of butter and cheese; 
following t~rme. 
to 
on the 
.. 
2. The quantities referred to in paragraph 1 shall be 
(a) in respect of b-qtter, for the first five years 
1973 165 811 metric tons 
19?4 158 902 metric tone 
19?5 151 994 metric tons 
1976 145 085 metric tone 
1977 138 176 metric tons 
(b) in respect of cheese : 
19?3 68 580 metric tons 
1974 60 960 metric tons 
1975 45 ?20 metric tons 
19?6 30 480 metric tone 
19?? 15 21~0 metric tons 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Com• 
mission, may make adjustments between those quantities of butter and 
cheese, provided that the tonnage expressed as milk equivalent'corres-
ponding to the total quantities laid down for those two products for 
the year in question remains unaltered. 
3. The quantities of butter and cheese specified in peragraph 2 shall be 
imported into the United Kingdom at a price the observance of which 
must be guaranteed at the c.i.f. stage by New Zealand. That. price 
shall be fixed at a level which enables New Zealand to realize a pricG 
representing the average price obtained by that country on the United' 
Kingdom market during 1969, 1970, 1971 and 1972. 
4. The products imported into the United Kingdom in accordance with the 
provisions of this Protocol may not become the subject of intra-Commu-
nity trade or of re-exportation to third countries. 
I 
• • •I • • 
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1. Specisl levier, shall be applied to imports into the United Kingdom of 
the quantities of butter and cheese specified in Article 1. ~rticle 
55 (l) (b) of the Act of Accession shall not be applicable • 
2. The special levies sh~ll be fixed on the basis of the c.i.f. price re• 
ferrod to in trticle 1 (3) and of the market price of the products in 
question within tho United Kingdom, at a level such as to allow the 
quPntities of butter and cheese to be effectively marketed without pre-
judicing the marketing of Community butter e.nd cheese. 
Article 3 
The Council, Rcting by ~ qualified majority on a proposal from the Com-
mission, shall adopt the measures necessE-.ry for implementing Articles 
1 and 2. 
Article 4 
The Community shall continue its efforts to promote the conclusion of 
~~ international agreement on milk products so th~t, as soon as possi-
ble, conditions on the world market may be improved. 
Article 5 
1. The Council shall, during 1975, review'the situation as regards butter 
in the light of prevailing conditions and of supply and demand develop• 
mentE in the major producing and consuming countries of the vmrld, par-
ticularly in the Community and in New Zealand. During that review, among 
the considerations to be taken into account shall be the following : 
(a) progress towards an effective world agreement on milk products, to 
which the Community and other important producing and consuming coun-
tries 1:rould be parties; 
(b) the extent of New Zealand's progress towards diversification of its 
economy and exports, it being understood that the Community will strive 
to pursue a commercial policy \lhich does not run counter to this progress • 
. . . / .. 
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2. Appropriate measures to ensure the maintenance after 31 December 1977 
of exceptional arrangements in respect of imports of butter from New 
Zealand, including the d~tails of such arrnngements, shall be deter-
mined b7 the Council, actin~ .unanimously on a proposal from·the Com• 
mission, in the light of that review. 
3. After 31 December 1977, the exceptional arrangements laid down for im-
ports of cheese may no longer be retained. 
't .. -. 
. 
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TEXT OF TEE STJ.TEMENT ON N. Z. D.t\IRY IMPORTS ISSUED FOLLOWING THE 
- -· 
EUROPEAN COUNCli,JiE§tt!iiL;]~! ;mmm._1o MARCH 1975 
Tl\e ~eads of Government, meetir1g in Council at Dublin the lOth of March, 
u~de.r:li.~',~ tha importance w·hich they r.ttr:.ch to Protocol 18 of the Act of 
Accession, as regards the relations of the Community with Ne\lr Zealand, 
a traditional supplier of dairy products to a substantial part of the 
enlarged Community. 
They invite the Commission to present a report in order to prepare the 
revieH provided for in Article 5 of the Protocol and to submit as soon 
as practicable a proposal for the maintenance after 31st December 1977 
of special import arrangements as referred to in that article. They 
observedthat the institutions of the Community have already carried out 
certain price adjustments in the framework of the Protocol. In the same 
spirit, the Community, \'lhich remnins attached to a fair implementation 
of the Protocol is ready to revie'ir periodically and as necessary to 
adjust the prices having regard to the supply and demand developments 
in the major producing and consuming countries of the world, and also 
to the level and evolution of prices in the Communit! - including inter-
vention prices - and in New Zeal~nd, teking moreover i~to account cost 
developments in Ne"' Zealrmd and trends in freight charges. 
As regards the annual quantities to be established by the Community ins-
titutions in the framework of the special arrangements after 1977, these 
should not deprive New Zeale~d of outlets which are essential for it. 
Thus for the period up to 1980, these annual quantities depending upon 
future market developments, could remain close to effective deliveries 
under Protocol 18 in 1974 and the quantities currently envisaged by 
NoN Zealr.md f>r 1975. 
They note that Protocol 18 provides that the exceptional arrangements 
for the import of cheese cannot be maintnined after 31st December 1977, 
and that this situation and the problems which may arise from it will 
be given due nttention with appropriate urgency, taking into account 
also the considerations in the following paragraph. 
0 •• ; • 0 
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The Heads of Government note, moreover, that Ne\..r Zet".la.nd t\nd tho 0o!Dlnu-
ni ty togethe~ 1>rovide the innjo~ .PfU't. of ~?rlfl. e.~rt.s; of dairy products. 
They' there'fbre t expres's the wish that' in. tho ~(u:ie . spirit with which 
. . 
the Community approaches the npplic11tion of Protocol 18, "n ·.; : . .:.' ,· . .:.. -:·.1· 
co-operation be developed between the institutions of the Community 
and the New Zealand authoritie~ with the objective of promoting in their 
mutual interest an orderly operation of world markets. SuCha co-opera~ 
tion, apart from its intrinsic value, should provide a bnsis from which 
to achieve, in a wider framework, the conclusion of an effective world 
agreement such as is envisaged in Protocol 18. 
J, 
. ,- . 
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TJI.'I3LE I - N'EVT ZE.f_LAND EXPORTS BY N!lJOR ·:PRODUCT CATEGOP.Y 
!rABT,Ei~U I - EXPORTt.TIONS NEO-ZELAHDAISES PAR GRANDE CA?EGORIE DE PRODUIT 
TABbi,LE I - NEUSEELi:NDISCHE 1-.USFUHREN NACH GROSSEN WARENKATEGORIEN 
1972/73• 
- .~·~ -:.. :ft t, 
o i• ~~;.).s <;1 c s 
l!l _.f \ 1-4. t\',\ 'tr"-
(NZ $ mio) 
1973/7/.w. 197~/75 
{I --IX)** ~---------------------------~~-------+---------r--------~-------+--------~-----~--D~iry products (1) 
Produits 1aiticrs (1) 
Hilcher:@lgnisse Ci .. ) 
Heat 1 Viande / Fleisch 
188.0 327.7 
399.3 
229 .. 8 
168.1 
1 12!t.g 
81.8 
1L..8.4 
"). 34178 
( 100 %) 
2L:-.l+ 9G 
29.7 % 
17.1 % 
11.8 % 
-83.0 % 
6 .. 1 ?~ 
9.5 % 
304.0 
30 .. 7 9~ 
24q7 % 
12~5 % 
( 1) E:::cluc1ing casein / A 1' exclusion de 1a caseine / ausge8chlocsen Ka.Sdt\ 
*"' l., 7/71./ ,. 3113/15 
302.1 200.2 
534.8 
363.4 
209-7 
30.6 ol 10 
20.9 9~ 
11 .. 8 % 
8o.6 % 
6.2 % 
11.2 % 
* 1/7 -· :30/, 
317.0 
172 .. 8 
139-9 
28.9 % 
15.8 % 
12.8 % 
75.8 % 
--8.5 % 
13.6 % 
~ 
~- --- < .. • • • .P.~ ""'" ... _ ................................ - .. --• .-.-- ..... --
!r."J3LF. II - N .z. E..~PORTS OF PRINCIPJ.L D:.IRY PRODUCTS {WITH % TOTAL D.r~IRY EXPORTS {1)) . . 
TABIEAJ Il - EXPORTATIONS NEO-ZEL/JIDAISES DES PRINCIPAUX PRODUITS LLITIERS (ET %DES EXPORTATIONS:TOTALES 
. · DE PRODUITS · LAITIERs· ( 1) ) ~ I 
~;~~ ()Q)~.J .._ __ _ - NEUSEELi:NDISCHE /.USFUHREN DER HAuPTSACEilcmN MILCH:E.'RZEUGNISSE. (:UT 96 TOT!J.AUSF'UHR MILCHERZEUG. ('.. ·:< ""' "~II> (j) Qj 
!:'- ~ .f=: r-f 
(\! ·s:: ::::: !'J ~~ 
H' Butter/BE 
Cheese/'F1 
1-Iilk pow( 
dellait;.!l 
- W'n':>le1 
- Skimt'l£ 
Mage.r 
- Butte1 
buttu1 
- Whey/I 
Holke 
-
urre/Butter 
omage/Kase 
ers/Poudres 
rockenmil ch 
Entier/Voll 
d/Ecreme/ 
mil:;:/Lnit 
Buttermilch 
uctoserum/ 
- Other, 
AnderE 
".Autres/ 
1969/70• 
104.3 (55.4) 
4~.3 (23.5) 
30.7 (16.3) 
5.6 . (3.0) 
22.3 (11.8') 
2.5 (1.3) 
. 
0.1 (0.05) 
0.2 (0.1) 
Butteroi:l 
• 
/Butterschmalz 5.4 (2o8) 
: . 
1970/71• 
105.9 (53. 2) 
48.0 {24.1) 
33-7 (16.9) 
6.1 (3 .. 1) 
24.6 (12~3) 
2.6 ( 1._?) 
0 .. 2 (0.1) 
0.2 (0.1) 
8.0 (4.0) 
$ NZ·mio (%) 
' 
.. I (! ~:tt-)111:* 1971/72• 1972/73• 1973/7!}* :: 197'~175 
-
157-5 (47.4) 113-7 (37.3) 90.8 (}0.4) 177.6 (}8. 7) 
65.9 (20.1) 79.4 (26.1) 61..8 (20.7) 34.7 (17.3) 
75-9 (23 .2) 86.4 (28.4) 130.0 (43.0) J 69.8 (34.9) 
11.7 (3.6) 13.2 (4.}') 18.3 (6.1) 11}.1 (6.5) 
59·.6 (18.0) 68 •. 3 (22 •. 4) . 98.6 (32.6) 49.7 (21}.8) 
4.0 (1 .. 0.) 4.3 ( 1.4'} 
. 
6.9 (2.2) 5.4 (2.6) 
0.3 (0.1) · o.o8 (0.02) 0 .. 03 (0.01) 0.3 (0.14-) 
0-.2 (0.1) <er~5 · ~- {·o::2) 6.2 (2.1) 1.3 (0.1) 
2].8 (7 .. 3) 20.9 (6.9) 16.4 (5.4) 15.1 <7-5) 
<;>l;;t~l d/o~s not include caseinia !'exclusion de la cnseine/nusgeschlossen Kasein 
30 • • 1/7/74 - 31/3/75. 
2ource/Quelle New Zealand Department of Statistics 
• 
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T/~BLE III .. N .z. EXPORTS OF BUTTER,CHEESE,BUTTEROIL AND MILK POWDER BY :DE.STINATIO!I 
Tf.BLE!.U III .. EXPORT.I'.TIONS NEO-ZELANDAISES DE BEURP.l:,DE :F'Rm1:.GE,DE BUTTEROIL 
; Tf.BELLE III 
.~ 
ET DE POUDRE DE LAIT P!.R DESTINf.TION 
- NEUSEEL!:~miSCHE ;.USFUHREN .VON BUTTER,KlSE,BUTTERSCHM:,Lz UND 
TnOCKEN:1IL0H N/.CH BEBTIM:1tJNGZN 
t 'l' (%) ,[;.: .... fH:fJTER/BEURR~ 
1971/72* 1972/73* 
I U.K./RotJ./ 13lr,3't-2 (83.4) 112L~,046 
J Ver.K3nig• 
reich I ~ Japan/ Japan 1,460 (0.9) ?,?49 CanP.da/ 3 ~ ,.0'~002) 8,514-
J KanP..da I USA 185 (0.1) 802 
1 Jamaice./ .2' 92l~ (1 .. 8) I 1,937 
Jam~.ique/ 
Jamaika 
Peru/Perou 592 (0.4) 182 
-..-..-------
Total/**. 16'1 ,023 (100.0) 11r9' 256 
lusg~samt"'* 
* 1/7 .. 31/6 
*"' Ine1udine other destinatio!!s/ 
Y COlllprif'! eutr€\s destinations/ 
. Eingeschlosf'!en andere Bestimmungen 
(83 .1) 
(5.3) 
(5. •?) 
(0.5) 
(1.3) 
(0 .. 1) 
( 100·.0) 
Source/Qne1le : N .. Z. Department of Statistics 
"' -.:· 1973/74* 
" 
-98,280 (71.2) 
•. 
12,900 (9.3) 
8,512 (6.2) 
9,720 (7.0) 
3,018 (2.2) 
_ _12. (0.01) 
138,030 (100,0) 
1974/75"t 
n.?.z4-~1·~·Z22-
92,595 (81.9) 
I 1,116 (1.0) 10,006 (8.8) 
I 
120 (0.1) 
27253 (2.0) 
t 
Q.1 
113,005 (100.0) 
/ 
T (%) 
r 1971/72* 
• •2 - .. 
.. 
1972/73* 
I/227,"7.3-t.F-D 
t,_nnex· .c 
· J.nnexe·· C 
l:.n1a_8! ,C 
USA 5,967 (6.7) 
U.K./R..U./ 60,(?5 (98.6) 
Ver.K<Snigr. 
12,517 
59,982 
1974/75 . 
'1 7 7_L• ~1 7~ 
<13.11 ;9;;-;"'-<41 :SYf 4~c"t~ ~;.6)1 
(62.8) 18,.526 (26.6) i 19,346 (40.6) 
<9·7> 1 11 ,59) (16.?> l12,22a J ape.n/ J apon 8,311 (9 .!.t) 9,223 (25.6) 
Jamaica/ 2,728 (3.1) 1, 8lt8 ( 1. 9) 3 '025 ( 4. 4) 1 '809 (3.8) 
Jamaique/ 
Jamaika I Australia/ 1,211 (1.4) 1,5?3 (1.6) 1, 2L~9 (1.8) i.ustralie/ Australien I 
Trinidad & 2,415 (2.7) 2,188 (2.3) 
I 
1,678 (2.4) 
Tobago 
Barbados/ 'Z57 (0.8) 
- 65.Q. (0.7) 828 (1.2) 
---Bar bade 
~ota1**/ 88' 1+89 (100.0) 95,441 (100.0) 69,544 (100.0) 
:~gesamt•• 
I NZ 1000 <?Q 
- -
. _, __ 
I ~~ " J 1971/72* 1972/73* 
---
US!. 4,663 (6.7) 9,566 (12.1) ~ U.K./R.U./ L:-8 ,033 (68.7) 54,747 (69.0) 
Ver~K<Snjigr. 
* ' Japa.n/Japon 4,187 (6.0) 5,869 (?.'+) I Jamaica/ 1,430 (2.1) 1,012 (1.3 > I 
Jamaique/ . 
Jamaika 
(1.8) I 1/.ustralia/ 1,047 (1.5) 1,'+18 
Australie/ 
I I A~stralien Trinidad & 1,361 (2.0) 1,205 (1.5) Tobago 
Barbado-s/ l~28 - (Oo6) 369 (0.5) 
Bar bade 
--
Total**/ 69,900 (100.0) 79,400 (100.0) 
·znsge-$arirt • • 
* 1/7 - 31/6 
** Including other destinations/ 
Y compris autres destinations/ 
Eingschlossen andere Bestimmungen 
I 
Source/Quelle : N.Z. Department of Statistics 
1973/71+* 
}2,780 (53.0) 
11+,0?6 (2~.8) 
?,552 . (12.2) 
1,858 (3.0) 
1,338 (2.2) 
1,06'1 (1.7) 
531 (0.9) 
61,800 (100.0) 
1,095 (2.3) 
I 1,315 (2;.8) l . (1 .. 1) 51.'2 
47,692 (100.0) 
-1'974/75 
1 •. z. zi::21-~. 75 
3,477 (10.0) 
11.3,36 (3.2. 7) 
9,913 (28 .• 6) 
~.398 (4.0) 
1,168 (3 .I~) 
1;02.3 (3.0) 
' 
39d (1.1) 
I ---31+.656. 
-
• I . 
I 
! 
l 
t. 
I 
l 
I 
\ ~ . 
,, 
, .. 
' ,,' 
/' 
}• 
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C. BUTTEROIL/BUTTERSCHMALZ ~nla_ge C 
'.'L~l 
.lr· 
t r''r 1971/72* ·:": :~· 1972/73 * 1973/74* 1974/75 ·~l--------~-------------+------------~-------------+l-·~·._l~-~3~l~J~·~~ 
Pern/Perou 9,273 (35.2) 5,751 (25 .. 6) f 9,796 (47.2) 6,118 (38.3) 
Hexico/ 1,350 (5.1) 1,9.81~ (8.8) 
1 
2,925 (14.1) 3,345 (20.9) 
Mexique/ 
Hexiko 
Philippines/ 2,068 (7.8) 2,730 (12.1) 
~ Phillippinen 
Malaysia/ 3,842 (14.6) 1,795 (8.0) 
Ha.laisie 
USA 
Chile/Chili 
l::·Japan/Ja:r>on 
Tott:;l**/ 
~~1h"t•• 
\ 
j_ NZ 1000 (%) 
535 (2.4) 
1,200 (4.6) 4,896 (2L8) 
__ 1.2.§. ( 0 • 7) 
_ __.22 __ ~ < r. 2) 1 
26,3!:1 (100.0) 22,488 c1oo.o) 1 
1,654 (8.0) 
1,580 (7 .6) 
1,070 (5.2) 
999 (4.8) 
_.,;...:55 .... 8 ( 2 0 7) 
20,771 (100.0) 
932 (5.8) 
369 (2.3) 
549 (3.4) 
-=13.....,2 (0.8) 
1.5,970 (100.0) 
r· 1 1-;71/72* ; -;-972/7.3* 1973/74* 1 197l~/75 1 ~l--------~----------------~'---------~----~--------1=1~-7~·~7·4~--·3=:1~.3~·~7:5~! 
i Peru/Perou 9,081 (38.2) l 5,335 (25.6) I 7,137 ( 1~3;.6) 4.871 (32.2) 1 
I Mexico/ 1,392 (5.9) I 1,832 (8.8) ! 2,312 (14.1) 3.545 (23. 1;.) I Mexique/ 1 ! Hexiko ! f 
1
1 Phili:ppi;lee/ 1,748 (7.4) I 2,386 (11.4) I' 1,366 (8.4) 958 (6.3) 
Phillipp in en 
I ~~~:r:t:/ _· 31~,:;0:8:86 (1\'~.--.06), I 1·;;: ;;::: I ::::: ::::: ::: ;;::; I, 
Chile/Chili 1 5,080 (24.4) j 831 (_5.1) 0 ( 0 ) 
Japnn/Japon 2~3 (1.0) i ___ 2~9.2 (1.4) 1 5J2 (3.3) 135 (0.9) I 
Totnl*-*/ ___ 2_3_,8~ _<._lo_o_._o_)-"~-2_o_,_9o_o_<_lo_o_._o_'_l· _1_6_,_40_o_(_lo_o_._o_> ........ _1_5_,_1c:.-"3_(_lo_o_._o_> 1
1 ]J:).~I38ttlt· * -- j 
* 1/7 - 31/6 
** Including other destinations/Y compris nutres destinations/ 
Ein~eschlossen ~ndere Bestimmunge~ 
Source/Quel1e : t·~ .z .. Dcpnrtment of Stc.tistics 
I ' 
i 
I 
l j 
1 
l 
l j 
l 
l 
~ 
1 
i 
. 
l 
! 
I 
I 
l 
I 
i 
l 
- 4 - I I')":'? /nr: .·:.• MJ. . . •D , .... " , ' , ~ t 
T (%) 
--
--
12,991 
6,377 7,799 (2.8) 
6,5'+4 (2.8) 
"' 1/7 - 3q/6 . 
** !:+eluding other destinnt1one/Y compris autres destino.tions/ 
Eingeschlossen andere Bestimmungen 
Source/Que11e N.Z. Depa~tment of Statistics 
1' 618 . (1.5) 
5,308 
. ,, 
-, 
- 5 -
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.$ NZ 1000 (%) ______ ....-:.; __ p .. lHLK POWDER/POUDRE _ _l)E LAIT/TROCKEN!!Llf.I! 
Philippines/~ 
PhiJ.ippinen 
Halnysia/ , 
.alaisie lr  
USA 
Peru/Perou 
! Chile(Chili 
I .Japan; J apon Brazil/ B ' .,/ res::.._ 
Br'1silien 
Thnilnnd/ 
Thn1lnndo. 
Singapore/ 
, Singnpour/ 
Singapur 
Mexico/ 
Mexique/ 
Mexik<' 
Jamc.ica/ 
Ja.me.ique/ 
Jamaika 
Indo;.1esia/ 
Indonesie/ 
Indo<1esi8n 
Total**/ 
In.,seeamt•• 
* 1/7 - 30/6 
1971/72* 
7,117 
9,586 
15,000 
10,158 
6,695 
7,577 
L~, 723 
3,075 
2,239 
1,211 
(9.9) I 
(13.4) 
(21.0) 
(1Lt.2) 
(9 .3) 
(10.6) 
(6.6) 
(4.3) 
(3 .1) 
(1.7) 
7.1,800 (100.0) 
1972/73* 
10,566 
11,251 
72 
7,969 
8,034 
9,232 
6,311 
J,461 
2,770 
2,729 
(12.,2) 
(13.0), 
(0.1) ~ 
(9.2) 
(9.3) 
(10.7) 
(7 .3) 
(3 ~2) 
(3.2) 
86.500 (100.0) 
1973/74* 
16,268 
12,789 
12,091+ 
11? 771~ 
10.)965 
9,485 
8,097 
6,079 
4,949 
4,934 
3,8'~7 
3,726 
"'12.5) 
(9.8) 
( 9.3) I 
(9.0) 
(8 ~4) 
{7.3) 
{6.2) t 
C4.7) I 
(3 .8) 
(3.8) 
(3.0) I 
(2.9) 
130.100 (100.0) 
** Including other destinations/Y comp~ie nutres destinatione/ 
Eingeschlossen andere Bestinmungen 
Source/Quelle : N.Z. Department of Statistics 
1974/75 
1 • 7 • 7 4-31 • 3 • 7 5 
11 '923 
10,388 
63 
8,627 
2,414 
6,202 
1,3'+2 
3,417 
2,246 
1.018 
3,480 
(17.4) 1 
(15.1) 
(0.1) 
(12.6) 
(3.5) 
(9.0) 
(1.9) i 
I (5.0) I 
<3 .3 > I 
l 
(1.5) 
(5.1) 
I 
I 
68,600 (100.0) l 
l ,, 
) 
' . 
_:, 
• 
' 
' 
' I 
